QAC meeting 24 October 2017, FIW München

Decision 01/2017
QAC decides to change Appendix E Fees of the KEYMARK Scheme rules according to the proposal 2 of the presentation of Ernst-G. Hencke and add examples for the limit of 5 (product brands) as from Jan 2018

Decision 02/2017
QAC sees no need of introducing 2 different types of KEYMARK Certificates: The Product Certificate and the Product Group Certificate and will not change the Appendix G.

Decision 03/2017
QAC wants to clarify the KEYMARK Scheme rules in defining implementation rules for different materials for the tasks of sampling, grouping, testing and certification with practical examples.

QAC meeting 14 March 2018, VDI

Decision 01/2018
QAC sees the need of introducing in the Scheme Rules Important Definitions: Product, Product Family, Product Certification, Product Group Certification, Legal Entity.
As a basis European product standard for certification the “Part 2 of in situ products” are deleted.

Decision 02/2018
Introduce prolongation procedure of registered lab in relevant Appendix

Decision 03/2018
Introduce costs of each comparative test (500 € to the lead-lab) borne by registered laboratory.